Guidelines for Authors

**Aim and Scope:** *Journal of Basic and Clinical Pathophysiology* is dedicated to the fast publication of original research papers related, in the broadest sense, to basic and clinical aspects of pathophysiology. Papers in all areas with an emphasis on molecular, cellular and particularly with a mechanistic attitude will be considered for publication.

**Submission:** Submission of a paper to *Journal of Basic and Clinical Pathophysiology* is understood to imply that it deals with original material not previously published, and that it is not being considered for publication elsewhere. Manuscripts submitted under multiple authors are reviewed on the assumption that all listed authors have agreed on the submission and that a copy of the final manuscript has been approved by all authors. Manuscripts are first reviewed by the editorial board to ensure their appropriateness relevant to the framework of the journal. The manuscript would be peer-reviewed by related specialists. If accepted, the article shall not be published elsewhere in the same form, without the consent of the Editor and Publisher.

Manuscripts of length up to a maximum of 5000 words will be considered for publication. Articles should be written in English, should be complete in all respects, and double spaced with wide margins. The author must declare that all experiments on human subjects were conducted with the adequate understanding and written consent of the subjects. When experimental animals are used, the methods section must clearly indicate that adequate measures were taken to minimize pain or discomfort.

Submission items include *Cover Letter and copyright transfer agreement, Reviewer Suggestions* (at least 3), *Manuscript* including Title Page, Abstract, Manuscript Text, References and Tables/Figure Legends), *Tables and Figures*. Text files (double-spaced) of the manuscript should be supplied in Microsoft Word format.

Authors should send their submission electronically through our online submission system at: [http://JBCP.shahed.ac.ir](http://JBCP.shahed.ac.ir)

**Covering Letter and copyright transfer agreement:** All submissions to the journal should be accompanied by a completed signed covered letter approved and signed by all authors of the manuscript in addition to copyright transfer agreement.

**Publication Ethics:** This journal strictly abides and follows rules of plagiarism, fabricated data, falsification, and redundancy based on the guidelines of the “Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE)”. The complete guidelines appear on COPE website: [http://www.publicationethics.org.uk](http://www.publicationethics.org.uk).

**Peer Review System:** Manuscripts submitted to the journal are first evaluated by members of the editorial board for their relevance and novelty and methodology of the research. Peer reviews are done anonymously. Comments of the reviewers are then sent to the corresponding author for modifications and the new version of the manuscript would again peer-reviewed for a second time by one of the previous reviewers.

**Title Page:** This page should contain the following items: (i) complete title (preferably no chemical formulas or arbitrary abbreviations); (ii) full names of all authors; (iii) complete affiliations of all authors; (iv) the number of text pages of the whole manuscript (including figures and tables) and the number of figures and tables; (v) the name and complete address of the corresponding author (as well as telephone number, facsimile number and E-mail address, and if available URL address) to whom correspondence and proofs should be sent; (vi) acknowledgements.

**Running Title:** A maximum of 40 characters with spaces should be provided.

**Abstract:** An Abstract of up to 250 words describing the purpose of the study, the methods, the results, and the conclusion should precede the main text.

**Keywords:** 3-6 keywords or phrases should be provided; preferably, these should be selected from
the main text of the manuscript should be organized as follows: Introduction, Materials and methods, Results, Discussion, Acknowledgements, and References.

**References according to Vancouver style:** The authors are responsible for the accuracy of the bibliographic information. References should be numbered in parentheses consecutively in order of citation in the text. All references cited in the text should be listed at the end of the manuscript on a separate page, arranged in alphabetical order of first author and numbered consecutively. All items in the list of references should be cited in the text and, conversely, all references cited in the text must be presented in the list. Personal communications and unpublished data including manuscripts submitted, but not yet accepted for publication should not be used as a reference, nonetheless, they may be placed in parentheses in the text. In the case of seven or more authors, the names of the first six authors followed by et al, should be listed. Listed below are sample references to a journal and a book respectively:


**Clinical Trial Registration:** This journal requires that randomized controlled trials be registered according to policies accepted by International Committee of Medical Journal Editors and World Association of Medical Editors (WAME). In order to be considered for publication, trials that begin enrolment of patients after January 2008 must register in a public trials registry at or before the onset of enrolment, and trials that began patient enrolment on or before this date must register anytime before submission to the journal. The registration number of the trial and the name of the trial registry must be mentioned in title page. Acceptable trial registries are the following:


**Illustrations:** Illustrations will appear either across a single column (8 cm) or a whole page (15cm). The illustrations should be numbered in Arabic numerals according to the sequence of appearance in the text, where they are referred to as Fig. 1, Fig. 2, etc.

Figure legends should be concise and clear and should not duplicate the body of the text. Each illustration must have a title and an explanatory legend. The title should be part of the legend and not be reproduced on the figure itself. The legends should be placed on a separate page at the end of the manuscript and begin with the number of the illustration they refer to. All symbols and abbreviations used in the figure must be explained.

**Tables:** Tables should be so constructed that they, together with their captions and legends, will be intelligible with minimal reference to the text. Tables of numerical data should each be typed (with double-spacing) on a separate page, numbered in sequence in Arabic numerals (Table 1, 2, etc.) and referred to in the text as Table 1, Table 2, etc. The title of the table should appear above it. A detailed description of its contents and footnotes should be given below the body of the table.

**Proofs:** Authors will receive proofs by email. Only printer's errors may be corrected; no change in, or additions to, the edited manuscript will be allowed at this stage. The corrected proofs must be returned within 72 hours after receipt by email. If the Publisher receives no reply, the assumption will be made that there are no errors to correct and the article will be published.

**Reprints:** A minimum of 1 reprint of each paper will be provided free of charge to the author(s).